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A B S T R A C T

The integration of the VMM3a Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) into RD51’s Scalable Readout
System (SRS) provides a versatile tool for the readout of Micro-Pattern Gaseous Detectors (MPGDs). With its
self-triggered high-rate readout, its analogue part that allows to get information on the deposited energy in the
detector, and its so-called neighbouring-logic that allows to recover information on the charge distribution,
this new system has features of particular interest for digital X-ray imaging. In the present article, we want to
emphasise the capabilities of VMM3a/SRS by presenting results of X-ray imaging studies. We will highlight the
advantages on the energy and the spatial resolution provided by the neighbouring-logic. In the first part, we
focus on spatial resolution studies. We show how segmented readout structures introduce a repeating pattern in
the distribution of the reconstructed positions (using the centre-of-gravity method) and how this behaviour can
be mitigated with the neighbouring-logic. As part of these studies, we explore as well an alternative position
reconstruction algorithm. In the second part of the article, we present the energy resolution studies.
. Introduction

Particle detectors have a wide range of applications, also beyond
high energy) physics experiments, e.g. in medicine, in material science,
r to investigate cultural heritage sites and assets (e.g. [1–3]). In case
f (digital) imaging applications and particle tracking, it is important
o acquire data that allow a precise reconstruction of the incident parti-
le’s position and trajectory. A prominent example of devices achieving
xcellent spatial resolutions are semiconductor detectors. Spatial res-
lutions of approximately 43 μm FWHM (23 line pairs per millimetre
LP∕mm) at 10% MTF, see Section 3.4.1 for the terminology) for X-
ay imaging [4] and 1.6 μm for tracking with a beam telescope [5] are
chieved. In both given examples, the semiconductor sensors have been
ounted to a Medipix or a Timepix Application-Specific Integrated
ircuit (ASIC) featuring 256 × 256 pixels with 55 μm pitch, covering an
rea of about 2 cm2 [6].

∗ Corresponding author at: European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland.
E-mail address: lucian.scharenberg@cern.ch (L. Scharenberg).

Among gaseous detector, Micro-Pattern Gaseous Detectors (MPGDs)
achieve high spatial resolutions. While the resolution cannot meet the
values reported for semiconductor-based detectors, MPGDs provide dif-
ferent important attributes for imaging and tracking: radiation hardness
and large area coverage up to (hundreds) of square metres [7]. To be
capable of preserving good spatial resolutions over a large area (around
300 to 400 μm FWHM for imaging), MPGDs use highly segmented
readout structures, e.g. thin strips [8,9] or small pads [10] with a pitch
of hundreds of micrometres.

Connected to these structures are dedicated electronics, to process
and digitise the signals produced in the detector, defining also the
acquisition rate. Driven by the requirements for future collider exper-
iments and beyond, new readout electronics are developed, pushing
their capabilities to new frontiers. A prominent example is the ATLAS
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New Small Wheel Upgrade, in which the VMM3a ASIC was devel-
oped [11]. It provides many different features for reading out MPGDs,
that with the integration [12] of the VMM3a into the Scalable Readout
System (SRS) [13] are made accessible also for applications outside
of high energy physics. The SRS is a versatile multi-purpose readout
system, developed by the RD51 collaboration [14] for the readout of
MPGDs. It allows to read out small R&D set-ups as well as mid-sized
experiments. For a more detailed description of the SRS, it is referred
to [13,15].

The features of VMM3a/SRS include self-triggered readout chan-
nels, with a charge and thus energy sensitive analogue part, a MHz
per channel rate capability, as well as an integrated hardware property
called ‘neighbouring-logic’ (NL). While the self-triggered readout helps
reading out large area detectors, the neighbouring-logic is of more
general interest, because it allows recovering of more charge informa-
tion in a self-triggered readout system (see Section 3.1 for a detailed
description). Our goal is to explore these readout capabilities and to
investigate the possibilities arising from the neighbouring-logic. From
the point of view of possible applications, these features are of interest
for digital X-ray imaging. Hence, we performed first studies on the
imaging capabilities of this new system, using X-rays.

Starting with a description of the experimental set-up (Section 2),
we present the main part of our work, which focuses on position
resolution studies (Section 3). We show how segmented readout anodes
introduce a modulation pattern in the position reconstruction and
how the neighbouring-logic hardware feature of the VMM3a allows to
mitigate this modulation effect (Section 3.1). Within this context, we
also investigated if alternatives to the centre-of-gravity method should
be considered to optimise the position reconstruction (Section 3.2). The
goal for the neighbouring-logic is to show that it recovers otherwise lost
charge information and thus allows a better position reconstruction,
while the goal for the position reconstruction method is to understand
if it is a smoothing effect and under which conditions it is applicable.
For this, we performed simple modelling studies (Section 3.3), as
well as spatial resolution measurements using the modulation transfer
function and the edge spread function (Section 3.4). Afterwards, we
present studies focusing on the energy resolution (Section 4). The
goal is to show how the charge resolution of the VMM3a enables
the option to perform energy-resolved imaging and especially how
the neighbouring-logic will help to resolve interactions in the low
energy domain. Within this context, we briefly illustrate how the rate
capability of VMM3a/SRS can allow fast imaging.

2. Experimental methods

For the measurements, we used a COMPASS-like [8] triple-GEM
[16] detector which was filled with a gas mixture of Ar/CO2 (70/30%)
at ambient pressure and temperature. The drift region is 3mm wide,
while the transfer gaps between the GEMs and the induction gap are
2mm wide. The readout anode itself is highly segmented into 256 𝑥-
and 256 𝑦-strips with 400 μm pitch. The top 𝑥-strips have a width
of 80 μm, while the bottom 𝑦-strips are 340 μm wide. This allows, by
exploiting the charge sharing between the strips due to diffusion, a
precise reconstruction of the incident particle’s position.

Each channel of the readout electronics is connected to one anode
strip. To match the standard 128 channel count per hybrid in the SRS,
two VMM3a ASICs are wire-bonded on a Printed Circuit Board (PCB),
the RD51 VMM-Hybrid V4.1, which is also equipped with an FPGA
to set the parameters for the ASIC’s operation [12]. One VMM3a has
64 readout channels, therefore a set of four hybrid PCBs was used to
have the full detector read out and to obtain the charge information
(10-bit ADC) [11] and time information (with nanosecond time res-
olution) [17] from each signal. It offers a continuous, self-triggered
readout, with hit rates of up to 4MHz per channel. Furthermore,
the VMM3a combines several other properties, such as an integrated

zero-suppression and neighbouring-logic [11].

2

Fig. 1. Sketch of the experimental set-up, with a photograph of the mammal, the
entrance windows (EW), the line phantom (LP), the cathode (C), the drift (D), transfer
(T𝑖) and induction gap (I), as well as the readout structure (RO).

As source for the X-rays we used a copper target X-ray tube (Ital
Structures Compact 3K5 X-ray Generator) which emits X-rays mainly at
𝐸K𝛼

= 8.0 keV and 𝐸K𝛽
= 8.9 keV [18]. The distance between the X-ray

tube and detector was approximately 1m, ensuring uniform irradiation
of the active detector area. For the measurements, we had either a line
pair phantom fixed on the cathode or a small dead mammal positioned
in front of the entrance window of the detector, as sketched in Fig. 1.

The studies have been performed without optimising the threshold
level. The selection criterion was to have the signal rate significantly
larger than the noise rate. This resulted in a threshold level of 70mV
above the baseline or approximately 10% of the VMM3a’s selected
dynamic range. We accepted this high threshold level due to the
detector gain of 104 at which the measurements were performed. The
detector operation was reasonable, which is e.g. reflected in the quality
of the X-ray spectra. This choice, which was not driven by the ASIC,
should however not be considered as an absolute reference for future
experiments.

3. Improvements in position resolution

An essential part for X-ray imaging applications is the reconstruction
of the photon’s incident position. Due to diffusion, the charge signal
generated by an individual X-ray photon in the detector is spread over
several readout channels, here anode strips. To find the corresponding
charge clusters and reconstruct their position, we used a software-tool
specifically designed for VMM3a/SRS data [19]. The signals from all
activated channels are first sorted in time, which allows finding clusters
in time: if subsequent signals have a time difference smaller than a
certain value (in the present case 100 ns) the signals are considered as
a cluster in time. Next, these clusters in time are sorted in space, with
signals on adjacent channels defined as a cluster in space, but allowing
one missing channel in between. This is done for the signal on the 𝑥-
strips and the 𝑦-strips independently. To have complete events with 𝑥
and 𝑦 coordinates, the independent clusters are matched by using the
time information again, which means in our case that the clusters in
each direction must have a time difference of less than 100 ns to be
considered as an X-ray event. To determine the centre of the clusters
𝑥c we used the centre-of-gravity (COG) method because it is simple,
quick and intuitive:

𝑥c =
∑

𝑖 𝑄𝑖𝑥𝑖
∑

𝑖 𝑄𝑖
. (1)

Here 𝑄𝑖 represents the measured charge on the strip 𝑥𝑖.
The COG method is a popular choice for the position reconstruction,

however, when the distribution of the reconstructed cluster centres is
plotted with high resolution (Fig. 2), a periodic pattern in the position
data is observed. It is observed everywhere on the image but can be best
understood in uniformly irradiated areas. A similar effect was already
observed with Multi-Wire Proportional Chambers (MWPC) [20]. It is a
result of a segmented readout electrode combined with threshold-based
readout as illustrated in Fig. 3.

The charge, which is distributed over several readout strips, has to
be digitised and further processed, with the condition that this takes
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Fig. 2. In (a) the effect of the segmented readout on the reconstructed cluster position is illustrated. The histogram contains the 𝑥-coordinates of the reconstructed cluster centres.
he vertical bars indicate the position and width of the readout strips. In (b) the corresponding cluster size distribution is shown, containing the number of 𝑥-strips per cluster.
Fig. 3. Sketch of the origin of the repetitive pattern in the position data (Fig. 2). The
harge distribution is represented by the vertical bars. The solid bars indicate the strips
here the charge fraction is large enough to surpass the threshold level (THL). The
ertical dashed lines indicate the reconstructed centre position 𝑥c of the charge cluster,

while the solid line indicates the actual cluster centre.

place, only if the signal on each channel surpasses a threshold level.
Furthermore, the charge is integrated along each strip, because of the
discretised readout anode. This has the consequence that information
on the charge distribution of a cluster is lost when the centre position is
determined. In case a signal on a channel surpasses the threshold level
only slightly, the reconstructed cluster centre gets forced closer to the
position of the central channel, if an odd number of adjacent channels
have been triggered (Fig. 3a), while for the case of an even number
of channels being triggered, the centre position of the cluster is likely
located in between the two central channels (Fig. 3b). This leads to the
peak structure, with one peak located at the strip position and the other
one in between two strips. We should mention, that within our analysis
an energy cut on the total cluster charge was applied. All events with
a total cluster charge below 350 ADC counts are considered as noise.
The cut value is illustrated later in this article (Fig. 6).

The observation of the modulation pattern in the position dis-
tribution indicates that the loss of charge information leads to an
unsatisfactory accuracy in the position reconstruction. To mitigate the
modulation effect, we focus on an integrated hardware property of the
VMM3a, its neighbouring-logic (Section 3.1), as it allows to recover lost
charge information. In addition to this hardware approach, we look at
different position reconstruction methods to mitigate the modulation
effect 3.2; we recall an established iterative detector response-based
method (Section 3.2.1) and we present an event-based method where
the charge in COG is weighted differently (Section 3.2.2). Afterwards,
we model the effects of the neighbouring-logic and the weighting
method with simple numerical calculations and Monte Carlo meth-
ods (Section 3.3) to get a first understanding under which conditions
(threshold-level, charge cloud width, using a COMPASS-like strip read-
out), the charge weighting method is meaningful, also in combination
with the neighbouring-logic. We continue with experimental studies
(Section 3.4), using two methods to determine the spatial resolution

of imaging systems: the modulation transfer function and the edge

3

Fig. 4. Illustration of the working principle of the neighbouring-logic. In (a) the
situation without NL enabled is shown. In (b) the effect of the NL is shown: even
if the signal is too small to surpass the threshold level the neighbouring channels of a
signal above threshold are read out as well.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the position distribution for the position reconstructed with the
COG method and the NL enabled.

spread functions. As more charge information will inherently improve
the position resolution, the goal for the VMM3a’s NL is to validate
experimentally that it recovers the charge correctly, while the goal for
the charge weighting method is to understand, if it improves the spatial
resolution or is a smoothing effect.

3.1. Hardware: VMM3a’s neighbouring-logic (NL)

The Neighbouring-Logic (NL) of the VMM3a is implemented on a
hardware level in the ASIC. Its working principle is illustrated in Fig. 4.
When enabled, the two neighbouring channels next to a channel that
surpasses the threshold level, are read out as well. This recovers charge
information for the position reconstruction, and thus allows a more
precise reconstruction of the cluster centre.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the energy spectra from the copper target X-ray tube, recorded
ith and without neighbouring-logic. Fitted to the peak is a single Gaussian function.
he vertical dashed line indicates the position of an energy cut that we performed
hroughout the analysis. All events below the corresponding ADC value are considered
s noise and discarded.

The effect of the neighbouring-logic on the position distribution is
hown in Fig. 5, where the distribution becomes more uniform, while its
ffect on the energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 6. Due to the additional
harge recovered by the neighbouring-logic, the peak of the spectrum
s shifted by about 100 ADC counts or 8.7%. The measured energy

resolution (FWHM) improves by enabling the NL from 25.5% to 23.2%
t 8.0 keV. For more details on the NL’s effects on the energy resolution,
e refer to Section 4.

The recovering of charge information is particularly useful in the
ase of small signals, e.g. for Minimum Ionising Particles (MIPs) when
sing the μTPC method [21,22], both from the position reconstruction
oint-of-view as well as from the energy perspective. Furthermore, it
llows to preserve a good detector performance in case of non-optimal
ignal-to-noise ratios; the threshold/discriminator level can be kept
igher and in case of an otherwise lost signal, the tails can be still re-
overed. To completely contextualise the neighbouring-logic, it should
e mentioned though, that the NL imposes a specific channel mapping
n the detector, meaning that neighbouring readout strips/pads have to
e connected to neighbouring channels of the VMM3a, which possibly
iscards the application in detectors with for example square pads or
ixels. Also, the rate capability gets reduced, because more channels
ave to be read out than without NL. Hence, it is possible to turn it on
nd off, depending on the experimental needs. Something which was
ot explored in this work, is the noise rejection for the neighbouring
hannels. If needed, this can be done by utilising the time information
ignal’s peak.

.2. Data analysis: position reconstruction methods

The modulation effect shows that the COG method may not be
he optimal choice to reconstruct the cluster position, in case charge
nformation is lost due to the THL. An approach to mitigate this effect
s to change the position reconstruction method. In the following, we
ecall the 𝜂-method, which is based on the detector response, also to ex-
mine the readout modulation from a different perspective. Afterwards,
e present an empirical event-based approach, which we call the 𝑄2

eighting method, as we use the square of the charge as weight in the
OG formula. This choice was specifically applied to a COMPASS-like
riple-GEM detector and may not be adopted as a general solution.

.2.1. Detector response-based correction: iterative 𝜂-method
An established approach to reduce the readout modulation is the

-method, which is described in detail in [23,24]. The idea is to
orrect each reconstructed cluster position with previously calculated
orrection distributions. To generate the correction distributions, the
4

Fig. 7. Examples of the 𝜂-distributions for different cluster sizes.

Fig. 8. Correction distributions for two cluster sizes, derived from the 𝜂-distributions
n Fig. 7 using Eq. (3).

ifference between the reconstructed cluster centre 𝑥c and the centre
f the closest adjacent strip 𝑠 has to be calculated:

= 𝑥c − 𝑠 . (2)

he values of 𝜂 are then histogrammed for each cluster size (Fig. 7).
hese histograms illustrate again the modulation effect, with odd strip
ount clusters reconstructed to the central strip of the cluster and the
ven strip count clusters being reconstructed in between two strips.
rom each histogram the expected number of entries 𝑁expected

𝑏 = 𝑁 tot∕𝑛
for each bin 𝑏 is calculated, using the total number of entries 𝑁 tot in
the histogram and the number of bins 𝑛, assuming a uniform position
distribution. From this, the difference between the measured entries
per bin and the expected entries can be calculated for each bin: 𝛥𝑏 =
𝑁𝑏 − 𝑁expected

𝑏 . That allows to calculate the correction distribution for
ach binned value of 𝜂

𝛿𝜂𝑏 =
∑𝑏

𝑖=1 𝛥𝑖

𝑁 tot , (3)

with examples for the correction distribution shown in Fig. 8. The
correction is then performed on a bin level for each histogrammed
position and each cluster size individually, meaning that the corrected
position 𝑥′𝑐 is given by 𝑥′𝑐 = 𝑥𝑐+𝛿𝜂𝑏. The result of the corrected position
distribution is shown in Fig. 9. Alternatively to the 𝜂-method, another
iterative position correction method based on the pad response func-
tion [25,26] can be used; preliminary results show a similar behaviour
as in Fig. 9, but further studies would be needed to properly quantify
the effects.

3.2.2. Event-based correction: 𝑄2 weighting method
Instead of correcting the reconstructed position iteratively, the read-

out modulation can also be reduced by a different handling of the
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the position distributions obtained with the COG method and
the corrected COG using the 𝜂-method.

Fig. 10. Comparison of the position distribution, where the cluster centre was
alculated with different algorithms. For the COG histogram via Eq. (1), while the
2 weighting histogram via Eq. (5).

vailable charge information, i.e. the change of the position determi-
ation algorithm; in [20] a method introduced by Georges Charpak
t al. [27,28] was studied:

c =
∑

𝑖(𝑄𝑖 − 𝐵) 𝑥𝑖
∑

𝑖(𝑄𝑖 − 𝐵)
. (4)

Here, 𝐵 is a bias level that is subtracted from the measured charge.
This gives less weight to the tails of the measured charge distribution
or removes them completely, and gives more weight to the channels
containing more charge information.

A complication of this method is the precise determination of an
optimal bias value 𝐵. To give less weight to the tails and more to the
hannels with high charge values, we investigate an alternative ap-
roach that requires neither a pre-defined bias level nor the knowledge
bout the charge distribution, as it works on the event-by-event level.
nstead of the charge 𝑄𝑖 we used the square of the charge as the weight
or the position calculation:

c =
∑

𝑖 𝑄
2
𝑖 𝑥𝑖

∑

𝑖 𝑄
2
𝑖

. (5)

The result of this approach is shown in Fig. 10. The position distribution
is more uniform, as expected for uniform irradiation.

It should be noted, that using 𝑄2
𝑖 is an empirical relation to give less

weight to the recorded tails of the charge distribution. A major goal of
the studies in this article is to prove that in experimental conditions
similar to ours, a different weight of the charge does not smooth
the position distribution, but can improve the position response. The
determination of the best value in the exponent, depending also on
the readout geometry and the width of the charge cloud, should be
investigated in future studies.
5

Fig. 11. Illustration of the flat position response for 𝑄2 and NL combined, including
a comparison of COG and NL.

Both, the position reconstruction with 𝑄2 and the neighbouring-
logic, reduce the modulation pattern in the position distributions. The
best effect can be obtained though by combining 𝑄2 with the NL,
leading to a completely flat position response (Fig. 11). This effect
is also illustrated in Fig. 12, where the same image is shown for the
four reconstruction methods. Similar to the position distributions, the
effect of the readout modulation is reduced and the intensity response
becomes more uniform, which enables to recognise more details, e.g.
the dot between the ‘1’ and the ‘0’.

3.2.3. Excursus: results with MIPs
Having presented two methods (𝜂 and 𝑄2 weighting) that flatten

the distributions of the reconstructed positions when using X-rays, we
take a short excursus and apply them on a data set from a test beam
tracker and compare them to COG. This allows us to get an indication
if the same flattening seen with X-rays on the position distribution is
observed with MIPs, here 150GeV pions. Furthermore, the tracker data
provide a reference point allowing to compare the position bias with
COG and 𝑄2 quantitatively.

It is important to remark that the data, which have been recorded
for the measurements presented in [29], were taken with APV25/SRS,
the predecessor of VMM3a/SRS, which does not have the capability
of a neighbouring-logic. The tracker uses the same detector type as
we used for the X-ray studies, a COMPASS-like triple-GEM detector.
In Fig. 13 the position distributions are shown. It can be seen that
the position distribution becomes much more uniform, when the 𝑄2

weighting method is used, also with respect to the 𝜂-corrected position
distribution. When calculating the residuals, giving access to the spatial
resolution, it turns out that it improved from 𝜎COG = (47 ± 1) μm to
𝜎𝑄2 = (42 ± 1) μm, so by about 10%, using the 𝑄2 weighting method,
and that it gets worse when using the 𝜂-method: 𝜎𝜂 = (54 ± 1) μm.
These numbers indicate that the 𝑄2 weighting method can improve the
position resolution in COMPASS-like detectors.

3.3. Modelling the effects of NL and the 𝑄2 weighting method

We continue with simple Monte Carlo studies and numerical calcu-
lations, after introducing the neighbouring-logic and the 𝑄2 weighting
method. The goal is to get a better understanding of their effect on
the position reconstruction and to understand under which conditions
(threshold level, charge cloud width) the 𝑄2 weighting method is
meaningful, also in combination with the NL.

In our measurements, we used a two-dimensional 𝑥-𝑦-strip readout,
where the strips have a pitch of 400 μm. For the simulations, we
simplified this readout structure to a one-dimensional readout with
infinitely long strips. While the strip pitch remains the same in the
simulation, we adjusted the strip width compared to our detector, as
the charge in our simulation is collected geometrically. It means that
the strips have not a width of 80 μm (𝑥-strips) or 340 μm (𝑦-strips), but a
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Fig. 12. Illustration of the effect of the readout modulation on a reconstructed X-ray image (section of the line phantom) for different reconstruction methods.
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Fig. 13. Position distribution for the data from the test beam tracker. The
eighbouring-logic was not available for these measurements, as they were performed
ith a different readout ASIC.

idth of 𝑤 = 240 μm. This effective strip width arises from a measured
0∕40% signal sharing between the 𝑥 and 𝑦-strips in our detector and
orresponds to the width the 𝑥-strips would need to have if the charge
ould be collected only geometrically. Our goal was to stay close to our
xperimental set-up, meaning that we did not change the dimensions
f the readout structure for the presented modelling.

To calculate the charge 𝑄𝑖 on each strip 𝑖, we used a two-
imensional Gaussian distribution that represents the charge distribu-
ion:

𝑄𝑖 =
1

2𝜋𝜎𝑥𝜎𝑦 ∫

𝑠𝑖+
𝑤
2

𝑠𝑖−
𝑤
2

∫

∞

−∞
e−[(𝑥−𝜇𝑥)

2∕𝜎2𝑥+(𝑦−𝜇𝑦)
2∕𝜎2𝑦 ]∕2 d𝑦 d𝑥

= 1
√

2𝜋𝜎2𝑥
∫

𝑠𝑖+
𝑤
2

𝑠𝑖−
𝑤
2

e−(𝑥−𝜇𝑥)
2∕(2𝜎2𝑥) d𝑥 .

(6)

Here 𝜇 corresponds to the centre of the charge distribution, 𝜎 to its
width, 𝑠𝑖 to the centre position of the strip 𝑖.

First, we want to reproduce our observations of the readout mod-
ulation. Therefore, we had to identify the width 𝜎𝑥 of the charge
istribution and the threshold-level, as they define the cluster size. We
easured an average X-ray cluster size of 3.1 strips with a threshold

evel of around 10% of the VMM3a’s dynamic range. Thus, we intro-
uced in the simulation a corresponding threshold level and varied
6

Fig. 14. Simulated position distributions for the different reconstruction methods and
comparison with the initial position distribution.

𝜎𝑥 until we reached the same value for the cluster size. The result is
𝜎𝑥 = 320 μm. Knowing the charge collected on each strip 𝑄𝑖 as well as
he threshold level, the neighbouring-logic can be introduced and the
entral position of the cluster can be calculated with the same methods
s in our actual analysis. The resulting position distribution is shown
n Fig. 14. Even though it is not perfectly reproducing the position
istribution from the experimental data (due to the approximations
one in the modelling), we consider the reproduction of the data as
ufficiently good for our purpose.

Included in the simulation are Monte Carlo methods, to sample
he initial cluster position from a uniform distribution, allowing to
alculate the displacement 𝛿 = 𝑥ini − 𝑥rec of the reconstructed cluster

position 𝑥rec from the initial actual cluster centre 𝑥ini. The result is
shown in Fig. 15. We also sampled values from an exponential dis-
tribution 𝑓 (𝑙) ∝ exp(−𝑙∕𝜆) [30] to describe the intensity loss of an
X-ray beam in a medium, with 𝑙 the interaction depth. This is done
to get a hand on different drift lengths, which leads to a variation
of the diffusion and thus different cluster sizes. The results of this
are the two structures with a different slope for each reconstruction
method, shown in the inset of Fig. 15. The attenuation length 𝜆 =
(𝛼𝜌)−1 = 6.8 cm [30] in Ar/CO2 (70∕30%) at Normal Temperature
and Pressure (NTP) of 8.0 keV photons is calculated with the mass
absorption coefficient 𝛼 = 85.5 cm2∕g [31] and the material density

𝜌 = 1.716 g∕L [32]. To deal with variable drift lengths it is necessary to
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Fig. 15. Displacement between the reconstructed cluster position and the initial cluster
position for the four different position reconstruction methods.

Fig. 16. Example of the displacement of the reconstructed position depending on the
nitial position for COG and 𝑄2 (𝜎𝑥 = 320 μm and THL = 5%).

alculate the diffusion coefficient 𝐷T instead of using the mean width
𝑥 of the charge distribution. Because we know the mean width of the
harge distribution, we can define 𝐷T by the difference between the
aximum drift length 𝐿max = 9mm and the mean interaction depth of

he X-ray photons:

𝑥 = 𝐷T
√

𝐿max − ⟨𝑙int⟩ , (7)

where ⟨𝑙int⟩ for a 3mm wide drift region is given by

⟨𝑙int⟩ = ∫

0.3 cm

0 cm
𝑙 × e−𝑙∕𝜆

𝑛
d𝑙 = 0.149 cm , (8)

with 𝑛 the normalisation constant. The resulting diffusion coefficient
𝐷sim

T = 369 μm∕
√

cm is larger than the one expected from calculations
with Magboltz [33], 𝐷mag

T = 239 μm∕
√

cm. This is because the cluster
ize is not only influenced by the diffusion, but also by the track
ength of the photoelectron, which in Ar/CO2 (70/30%) at NTP is about
00 μm for 8.0 keV photons [25]

The simulation shows the significant impact of the neighbouring-
ogic on the position reconstruction, but it also suggests that there may
e situations, where the 𝑄2 weighting method, when combined with the
eighbouring-logic, results in the best position reconstruction. Being
ble to reproduce the modulation effect, the goal in the following is to
et an insight, under which conditions (threshold level, charge cloud
idth) the 𝑄2 weighting method can be applied and to find possible

imitations of it.
The charge per strip in Eq. (6) results in a normalised total charge

f 1. In the following calculations, we could adjust two parameters:
he width of the charge cloud 𝜎𝑥 (now simplified, without different
nteraction depths) and the threshold level. The latter will be here given
n fractions of the total charge. We calculated again the displacement 𝛿
etween the reconstructed cluster position and the actual cluster centre
see Fig. 16 as an example). In Fig. 17a an example for the plot of
7

Fig. 17. Plot (a) shows the mean residuals between the reconstructed and the initial
position for different threshold levels. Plot (b) shows the average Cluster Size (CS), the
most probable CS, and the CS variation for different threshold levels (𝜎𝑥 = 320 μm).

the mean of the absolute value of the residuals 𝛿 is plotted against the
threshold. There, 𝑄2 leads to better-reconstructed positions than COG,
except for threshold values of THL < 1%.

The peaks that are observed are related to the cluster size and its
variation, as illustrated in Fig. 17b. The peaks appear, when the cluster
size variation is the smallest; a barely varying cluster size means that
the reconstructed cluster position will be forced at the central strip
(for an odd number of active channels) or in between the two central
ones (for an even number of active channels, which in other words
means that the effect of the readout modulation is maximal. This peak
behaviour is likely to be a result of the simplified calculation because
it does not include signal variations due to noise, different drift lengths
or different energies deposited in the detector. However, because the
general trend of the lines and the relative variation is preserved, we
accepted this kind of behaviour.

Calculations as for Fig. 17a have been performed for various charge
cloud widths, of which the results are shown in Fig. 18. It can be seen
that the neighbouring-logic always improves the position reconstruc-
tion. In case the charge cloud width is not significantly smaller than
the strip pitch, the 𝑄2 method gives better results than the COG, also
with neighbouring-logic enabled.

Some of the data sets illustrated in Fig. 18 show an almost threshold
independent response of the displacement. This has been studied, by
generating the position distributions (similar to Fig. 14) for several
charge cloud widths, of which two extreme examples (for illustration
purposes) are shown in Fig. 19. Even though the average cluster size is
still of the order of 3 to 4 strips, the charge cloud width is small (in the
given example 𝜎𝑥 = 150 μm) with respect to the strip pitch (𝑝 = 400 μm),
meaning that a lot of charge is located in one channel. With this, the
COG forces the position to be around this strip, which is an effect that

2
gets enhanced when using 𝑄 . At this moment, when a considerable
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Fig. 18. Results of the displacement calculations for the four position reconstruction
methods, using three different charge cloud widths (𝜎𝑥 = [200, 300, 400] μm).

amount of ‘correct charge information’ is available, but mainly on one
channel, 𝑄2 starts to ‘over-correct’ the channel that otherwise would
be considered as best, because it contains the highest charge infor-
mation. From that, the position distribution becomes almost threshold
independent, explaining the observations, especially from Fig. 18a.

Despite the peak structure observed e.g. in Fig. 17, which is a
consequence of the simplified model, these calculations allow to get
a principle qualitative understanding under which conditions the 𝑄2

method improves the accuracy of the reconstructed position. For our
calculations, we stayed close to our experimental set-up, which is one
specific situation. Future studies may focus on adjusting the simple
calculation set-up to other readout structures (e.g. rectangular or hexag-
onal pad) or other geometrical parameters of the strip readout. This
would allow to get a coarse insight on geometrical effects on the
position reconstruction with the 𝑄2 weighting method, e.g the effect
of the strip width-to-pitch ratio.
 p

8

Fig. 19. Examples of the position distribution at very small charge cloud widths
(𝜎𝑥 = 150 μm) for different threshold levels, using the COG method (a) and the
𝑄2 weighting method (b). In both cases the neighbouring-logic was included in the
calculations.

3.4. Spatial resolution measurements

The position distributions and the simple models show that the
neighbouring-logic improves the spatial resolution and that the 𝑄2

weighting method can reduce the deviation in the position reconstruc-
tion introduced by the modulation effect in certain conditions. Our
goal is now to investigate this from an experimental point of view, to
confirm that the NL recovers the lost charge information and that the
𝑄2 weighting method is not a smoothing effect in experimental condi-
tions like ours. For this, we used two different methods to determine
the spatial resolution: the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) and the
Edge Spread Function (ESF), which will be introduced in the following.

3.4.1. Modulation transfer function (MTF)
To determine the modulation transfer function, a line phantom

made of 50 μm thick lead with slits of varying widths is used. Each
group of slits represents a specific spatial frequency 𝑓 , given in line
pairs per millimetre (LP∕mm) [34]. The obtained X-ray image of the
phantom is shown in Fig. 20.

To get information about the imaging capabilities of a system, the
contrast 𝑐, which is defined as the intensity ratio between the open
areas (slits) and the covered areas [35], is used:

𝑐 =
𝐼max − 𝐼min
𝐼max + 𝐼min

. (9)

Here 𝐼max is the mean out of three intensity maxima and 𝐼min is the
ean out of two intensity minima, for each spatial frequency.

To get these values, a transmission profile as shown in Fig. 21 has
o be generated. For this, we used the projection of all cluster centres,
ithin the dotted areas (see Fig. 20), on the 𝑦-axis. Because of the
rojection, the intensity in our plots corresponds to cluster counts 𝑁
er bin. From this counting, we derive that the error on the intensity
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Fig. 20. X-ray image of the line phantom (the positions were reconstructed with the
COG method and NL enabled). The solid and dotted lined rectangles indicate the areas
which have been used to determine the spatial resolution via the MTF, while the
dashed lined rectangles with the labels A, B and C indicate the regions for the ESF
measurements. The readout strips are not aligned with the phantom features, as it can
be seen by the diagonal lines originating from dead or masked channels and strips.

maxima and minima is given by
√

𝑁 . The selection of the areas was
ecessary due to dead or noisy (and thus masked) strips and channels in
ur set-up (diagonal lines in Fig. 20). These lines are diagonal because
he MTF phantom was tilted by 45.1◦ with respect to the readout strips.
he reason behind this are Moiré patterns that are unavoidable when
sing a 2D grid readout and a line phantom. To get the best average and
ive no preference to one readout direction, we tilted the MTF phantom
y 45◦.

With larger spatial frequency, the contrast decreases. This allows
inding the smallest structure size which can still be resolved. However,
he contrast obtained with Eq. (9) needs to be normalised by the
aximum possible contrast 𝑐max, so the contrast between a fully open

nd a fully covered area (solid lined areas in Fig. 20). This gives the
alue of the MTF for each spatial frequency:

TF(𝑓 ) =
𝑐(𝑓 )
𝑐max

. (10)

he results are shown in Fig. 22. To get a value for the spatial resolution
f the imaging system, often the inverse of the spatial frequency at the
0%-level of the MTF is used [34]

MTF = 𝑓−1|
|

|MTF=10%
, (11)

hich in the shown example results in 𝑟 ≈ 400 μm.
Due to its transmission profile, the MTF give access to the imaging
apabilities of a system, even without a quantitative expression for

9

Fig. 22. Modulation transfer function, which was obtained from the data shown in
Fig. 21 (COG, NL). The horizontal dashed line indicates the 10%-level of the MTF.

Fig. 23. Comparison of the transmission profiles. At 2.5 LP∕mm four intensity maxima
an be observed for the COG case, although the mask has only three slits at this spatial
requency. When using COG with NL or 𝑄2, the fourth ‘fake’ peak disappears. We did

not show 𝑄2 to keep a clear plot, but it looks similar to COG with NL.

the spatial resolution, as illustrated in Fig. 23. There two transmission
profiles for the COG method (with and without NL) are shown. It can
be observed that the transmission profile at 2.5 LP∕mm, shows four
intensity maxima for COG, although the MTF mask has only three slits
at this position. This is likely to be caused by the readout modulation.
When the neighbouring-logic is used, so when the readout modulation
is significantly smaller, the ‘fake’ peak disappears.

Another observation in Fig. 24 is likely to be explained with the
same underlying effect of the readout modulation that causes the fourth
peak. It can be seen that the difference between intensity minima and
Fig. 21. Transmission profile obtained from the X-ray image of the phantom, using COG with NL enabled. The points indicate the intensity maxima (×) and minima (+), while
he number above each group of peaks indicates the spatial frequency of this group. The error bars correspond to a

√

𝑁-error. For the sake of completeness, the transmission
profile at 3.4 LP∕mm and 3.7 LP∕mm is shown, although it is not used for calculating the MTF.
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Fig. 24. MTF Comparison for the four reconstruction methods.

Fig. 25. One of the edges of the mask (region A), which was used for the resolution
measurements via the ESF. The data within the rectangle are projected along the long
axis and then histogrammed for the ESF fit (Fig. 26). For the position reconstruction
of this image COG with NL was used.

maxima for COG is larger than with NL enabled. From Fig. 2, for
example, a strong intensity variation for COG is observed, which is an
artefact of the readout modulation. However, because the contrast is
calculated from the intensity, the value of the contrast gets larger, if the
artefacts of the intensity variations caused by the readout modulation
are included. It is not avoidable to exclude this effect, because it is
part of the position reconstruction with COG. This results in an over-
enhancement of the calculated contrast for the COG method. This
explains why the MTF for COG in Fig. 24 seems to be better at higher
spatial frequencies than the other three methods, although it is not, as
illustrated with Fig. 23. To our regret, the uncertainties on the MTF data
points do not reflect these systematic artefacts caused by the readout
modulation.

For the other three methods (the transmission profile for 𝑄2 and
2 with NL looks similar to the one shown for COG with NL), the

hree intensity maxima are reconstructed correctly and the results are
ompatible with each other.

.4.2. Edge spread function (ESF)
The ESF is based on resolving a sharp edge, i.e. the transition

etween a completely covered and an irradiated area. In the ideal sce-
ario, the transition is only affected by diffraction, leading to an almost
tep-like transition. In practice, this steep transition gets smeared out
ecause of the drift and diffusion of the ionisation electrons and the
rack length of the photoelectron, which is liberated by the incident
-rays [36].

The phantom has sharp edges, which we use for the ESF. One of the
elected regions is shown in more detail in Fig. 25. The data are then

rojected on one axis and fitted with the following expression (Fig. 26),

10
Fig. 26. Plot of the projection on the long axis of the data shown in Fig. 25 (region
A), reconstructed with COG and NL. The error bars correspond to a

√

𝑁-error. Fitted
to the data is Eq. (12).

Table 1
Spatial resolution obtained via the ESF from the integrated intensity distribution for
three different regions.

Method 𝜎A (μm) 𝜎B (μm) 𝜎C (μm)

COG 172 ± 10 180 ± 13 194 ± 17
COG, NL 170 ± 8 181 ± 5 193 ± 10
𝑄2 169 ± 9 180 ± 6 190 ± 10
𝑄2, NL 164 ± 9 182 ± 5 189 ± 10

Fig. 27. Example for the comparison of the ESF data (region C), for the cases with
and without NL, using the COG method. The data points are connected with a line
and the error bars are represented by the shaded band. Here a rougher binning than
for the position distributions was used (1 bin ≡ 80 μm). The average distance 𝑑 between
the spikes is 280 μm, which is expected for a structure with two peaks per 400 μm but
that is tilted by 45◦: 𝑑 =

√

2 × 400 μm∕2 = 283 μm.

based on the Gaussian error function:

𝐼(𝑥) =
𝐼max
2

erf

(

𝑥 − 𝑥0
√

2𝜎

)

+ 𝐼0 . (12)

Here 𝐼max is the maximum intensity, 𝐼0 corresponds to the baseline
ntensity, 𝑥0 is the position of the edge and 𝜎 is the width of the
dge, which corresponds to the spatial resolution determined with this
ethod. In the given example 𝜎 = (170 ± 8) μm is obtained. This value

orresponds to a FWHM of 𝜎×2.355 = 400 μm, which is compatible with
the result obtained with the MTF at 10%, as expected [37].

The ESF studies were performed for the three regions A, B and C
(Fig. 20), with the obtained results for the spatial resolution being listed
in Table 1. Within the uncertainties, all values are compatible with
each other. The largest uncertainty is seen for COG. This is likely to
be caused by the readout modulation, as illustrated in Fig. 27. There,

the ESF is compared for COG and COG with NL enabled. The intensity
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s

Fig. 28. Comparison of the ESF plots from the slices of the scan. Here the 10th slice from region C, so 𝑦 ∈ [764, 849] μm, was selected.
11
Fig. 29. The top row shows the comparison of the spatial resolution (a) and the mean ESF position (b) for different reconstruction methods, depending on the position along the
harp edge from region B. The middle row shows images of the sharp edge in region B (rotated by 90◦ with respect to Fig. 20), with the overlay of the spatial resolution (a) and

the mean ESF position (b), which have been reconstructed with the COG method and NL enabled. Here, a higher brightness of the bin/pixel means lower intensity/counts. In the
bottom row the overlay of the sharp edge with the spatial resolution and the mean edge position is shown, but reconstructed with 𝑄2 and NL.
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Fig. 30. Left: X-ray image of a bat, recorded within 35min and containing 421 × 106 clusters. For the position reconstruction we used the combination of NL and 𝑄2. Top right:
mage of the bat’s torso, with more than 14 × 106 clusters. Bottom right: image of the bat’s claw, with more than 8.5 × 106 clusters.
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lateau has larger fluctuations for COG, which is similar to the effect
hat was already observed for the MTF comparison in Fig. 23.

Because the readout modulation has a significant impact on the po-
ition reconstruction, the strong modulation effect observed in Fig. 27
aises the question, why the values for the spatial resolution in Table 1
re so similar for the different methods? It can be a consequence
f integrating many clusters in each region A, B and C for the ESF
it, resulting in a fit that gives only access to the average resolution,
nd that is not sensitive any more to accuracy effects on the position
econstruction by the modulation effect.

To investigate, if the similarity of the resolution values is caused
y the integration, and to get a deeper insight into the modulation
ffect’s impact on the spatial resolution, we studied each ESF region
ocally by slicing each region into 20 equal-sized parts and performing
he ESF study for every slice. Two examples for the ESF slice studies
re shown in Fig. 28. It illustrates that on a local level the measured
ntensity behaviour is affected substantially by the readout modulation.
his means that a uniform intensity response is not observed, especially
or the case where only COG is used. This is additionally confirmed by
he numerical values for the goodness of the fit (𝜒2∕ndf), which also
hows that for the other cases, here exemplary COG with NL, a fit is
till reasonable. Hence, we continued our resolution studies without
OG. Examples of their outcome are shown in Fig. 29, where the spatial
esolution 𝜎 and edge position 𝑥0 of each ESF fit are plotted against
he slice position. In both cases, for the resolution and the position, a
ave behaviour is observed. For the position, this behaviour does not

eem to be affected by the reconstruction method, while for the spatial
esolution it seems to get reduced when using 𝑄2 (with NL) instead of
OG with NL. In fact, it can be seen by overlaying the resolution for
ach slice with the image of the sharp edge, that the wave behaviour of
he spatial resolution is following a wave behaviour introduced by the
eadout modulation. When using 𝑄2 with NL, the readout modulation
n the sharp edge is less visible and the resolution is less affected by
t. These results indicate that the data in Table 1 are affected by an
veraging effect.

We conclude from the MTF and ESF studies, that the neighbouring-
ogic is a useful feature to improve the position reconstruction with the
MM3a. We also conclude that the 𝑄2 weighting method, which gives
ompatible results with COG having NL enabled, is not per se a smooth-
ng effect where information gets lost. In our case (soft X-rays, NTP,
nd COMPASS-like triple-GEM detector), it helps to improve the spatial
esolution and increase the accuracy of the position and resolution

esponse, especially when it is combined with the neighbouring-logic. s

12
. Improvements in energy resolution

In the following section, we present the neighbouring-logic’s effect
n the energy resolution. Improvements in the low energy regime are
hown (in case a wide dynamic range has to be used), as well as
he preservation of a reasonable detector performance in unfavourable
ignal-to-threshold ratios. First though, we give a minor prospect on
ast imaging with VMM3a/SRS.

The high-rate readout capability of VMM3a/SRS allows to acquire
mages with a large number of clusters in a shorter time. As an example,
e show the X-ray image of a bat (Fig. 30). This image contains more

han 421 × 106 clusters, which have been acquired within 35min. This
orresponds to an interaction rate of 200 kHz in the selected area or to
hit rate of up to 20 kHz per channel. These numbers are far below

he limits of VMM3a and SRS and ongoing developments in the DAQ
hain will allow moving this rate further, approaching the intrinsic
apabilities of MHz per channel. With a large number of recorded
nteractions, it is also possible to identify structures, which otherwise
re difficult to resolve. For this, we would like to point out the body
arts of the bat, specifically the bone structure of the torso and claw,
hich can be clearly resolved.

Due to the noise level in the experimental setup, the measurement
as performed with a relatively high but still reasonable THL (around
4% of the selected dynamic range). This allows us to point out
gain one of the advantages of the neighbouring-logic: preserving a
easonable detector performance in experimental situations with a non-
ptimal signal-to-threshold ratio. This is illustrated in Fig. 31. There,
he X-ray image of the bat is shown for the case without NL and
or the case with NL enabled. For the case of COG, a strong effect
f the readout modulation can be observed. It should be noted that
his is an extreme scenario. With the neighbouring-logic, the influence
f the high threshold level gets significantly reduced, resulting in a
eduction of the modulation effect and an improved image of the
at. The modulation effect, which can be observed with COG, gets
ignificantly reduced.

With the VMM3a’s ADC, energy-resolved imaging studies by select-
ng specific energy ranges can be performed. To illustrate this, we used
cut from Fig. 30. The energy spectrum of the events in the specified

egion is shown in Fig. 32. We selected the events from three regions
f the spectrum, the low energy region, the photopeak region and the
remsstrahlung region. From these events, we generated the images
hown in Fig. 33. The entries per bin/pixel in each image have been
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Fig. 31. Comparison of the X-ray image of the bat, where the position has been reconstructed with COG and with COG and NL enabled.
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Fig. 32. Energy spectrum, showing the energy regions that we used for the energy-
esolved images of the bat. The annotated energy values are the expected ones and
ave not been calibrated, but the ratio of the corresponding ADC values and the ratio
f the annotated values are compatible within 10%.

ormalised to the total number of entries in each selected region, to
et comparable intensity values.

In these images, the effect of different cross sections of the interac-
ion of the photons with matter can be seen. The resulting absorption
epends highly on the photon’s energy and the density of the material.
he photon energy in the Bremsstrahlung region for example is so high
hat most of the photons are passing through the bat, resulting in an
lmost uniform intensity response, independent of the tissue’s density.

In addition to the energy selection, we would like to highlight the
dvantages that the neighbouring-logic can provide to resolve inter-
ctions where small amounts of energy are deposited in the detector
nd a wide dynamic range has to be used, a situation typical for
.g. fluorescence imaging. The events with low energy deposition that
e use for this purpose are fluorescence X-rays that are emitted by

he argon atoms (after the photoelectric ionisation of the atoms by the
rimary X-rays) and that do not escape the active detection volume but
nteract within the detector. A description of the event identification
ia the nanosecond time resolution of the VMM3a can be found in a
revious work [38]. This work is also the source for the data, which
re presented in the following. There we could operate at a lower
hreshold (around 5% of the selected dynamic range) than for the other
easurements presented in this article.

As one of the conditions for this study is to keep a large dynamic
ange, this measurement allows also to compare the effect of the
eighbouring-logic on the measured energy resolution in situations
ith a high signal-to-threshold ratio (photopeak at 8.0 keV) and a
eaker signal-to-threshold ratio (argon fluorescence line at 2.7 keV).
he results are shown in Fig. 34. It can be seen that the peak position
hifts towards larger values, in the case of enabled NL, due to the
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ecovering of charge information. For the photopeak, the relative shift
s small, as the relative amount of recovered charge is small, while for
he argon fluorescence peak the relative shift is larger. Furthermore,
t can be seen that the width of the photopeak remains the same with
r without NL, which is confirmed by the fit of the single Gaussian
unction (in both cases 𝜎 ≈ 140ADC Counts). This is expected because
he relative fluctuations in the total charge and the amount of recovered
harge due to the NL are small compared to the total charge collected.
or the case of the argon fluorescence peak, this situation is different.
ere, the relative fluctuations in the total charge and the loss of
harge information due to the THL are larger for the case without NL,
xplaining that the 2.7 keV peak with NL enabled is narrower than the
ne without NL. Numerically, this means that the energy resolution 𝑅
or the photopeak (FWHM) changes from 𝑅wo = (24.0 ± 0.3)% (without
L) to 𝑅nl = (22.8 ± 0.3)% (NL enabled). For the argon peak, the energy

esolution changes significantly from 𝑅wo = (53.4 ± 0.7)% to 𝑅nl =
(27.8 ± 0.8)%. Although the experimental set-up was already adjusted
to identify also events with low energy deposition, the difference in 𝑅
for the 2.7 keV clusters may become smaller with a highly optimised
experimental set-up. Nonetheless, these studies give a good indication
of the advantages provided by the VMM3a’s neighbouring-logic for
the self-triggered readout of particle detectors in case of low energy
deposition.

5. Conclusion

With the VMM3a’s integration into RD51’s Scalable Readout Sys-
tem (SRS), a powerful tool for the readout of MPGDs is provided. It
combines, among other things, a self-triggered high-rate readout, an
analogue part to access the energy deposited in a detector, a digital data
output, as well as a so-called neighbouring-logic that allows to recover
charge information at the tails of the clusters that are below the thresh-
old level. In this article, we studied the capabilities of VMM3a/SRS by
focusing on X-ray imaging, for which its features are of great interest.
Particular attention was paid to the energy and position resolution and
the advantages arising from the neighbouring-logic.

Due to the VMM3a’s analogue part, the charge distribution of the
clusters created by the incident radiation can be accessed, allowing
a precise determination of the cluster position, e.g. with the Centre-
Of-Gravity (COG) method is possible. The COG method may not be
the ideal choice though for the position reconstruction in self-triggered
readout systems, as charge information is lost due to the threshold
level. This introduces a modulation of the discrete readout structure
in the position reconstruction, of which we present an example in
this article. We presented various methods to mitigate this modulation
effect. The neighbouring-logic of the VMM3a was shown, where the
goal is to reduce the modulation effect by better reconstructing the
cluster’s position as charge information can be recovered. We recalled
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Fig. 33. Images of the bat for the different energy regimes. Here the 𝑄2 with NL was used for the position reconstruction.
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Fig. 34. In (a), the total energy spectrum of the copper X-rays is shown. In (b), the
argon fluorescence peak with the Gaussian fit is shown. The annotated energy values
are the expected ones and serve only for reference purposes.

the 𝜂-method, which is an iterative approach to reduce the modulation
effect, based on the recorded events. We then discussed an empirical
modification of the COG method, which is event-based and reduces the
impact of the tails of the charge distribution by using the square of the
charge as a weight when calculating the cluster positions.

With simple Monte Carlo methods and numerical calculations, as
well as spatial resolution measurements using the modulation transfer
function and the edge spread function, we investigated the impact of
the neighbouring-logic on the position reconstruction. We confirmed
that the charge is recovered by the neighbouring-logic, leading to an
improvement in the position reconstruction. In addition, we explored
the 𝑄2 weighting method. We derived that it can improve the position
reconstruction in situations where COG is not ideal, but that its appli-
cability depends on several parameters (threshold level, charge cloud
width, readout structure). In case the width of the charge cloud in the
detector is much smaller than the pitch of the readout strips, the 𝑄2

weighting methods ‘over-corrects’ and the position reconstruction gets
worse.
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Afterwards, we applied the findings to X-ray imaging studies, with a
special focus on energy-resolved imaging and the advantages provided
by the neighbouring-logic. We used the capabilities of VMM3a/SRS to
resolve the interaction of low-energetic fluorescence photons in the
detector volume. We showed that by enabling the NL, the measured
energy resolution of 2.7 keV clusters gets significantly improved. The
NL can be particularly useful for imaging with an energy-based event-
selection requiring a large dynamic range (e.g. fluorescence imaging),
but also for applications where the charge deposition in the detector
is generally small and a large fraction of signal can be recovered from
below the threshold level (e.g. cluster reconstruction of MIPs for the
μTPC-method).

The measurements leading to these results have been performed
with a COMPASS-like triple-GEM detector with strip readout. Nonethe-
less, it is possible to derive general remarks and conclusions for other
detector and readout types. The neighbouring-logic enforces a specific
detector mapping, where adjacent readout channels of the detector are
connected to adjacent channels of the VMM3a. This works e.g. with
strips or rectangular pads, where the charge along one dimension is
completely integrated. For other geometries, e.g. square or hexagonal
pads, the mapping between readout electrode and readout channel is
limited and not applicable to all adjacent pads. For the position recon-
struction it can be generally stated that, depending on the situation,
neither COG nor 𝑄2 may be ideal. In fact, it should be evaluated for
each specific situation, which is the best method to reconstruct the
position.

We would like to recall, that all the measurements on the
neighbouring-logic have been performed with X-rays. Future studies
on its impact on the position resolution (also with the 𝑄2 weighting
method and possibly complementarily with position correction meth-
ods like the 𝜂-method or the pad response function) will be performed
with charged particles in a tracker, as it provides a reference position.
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